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IMPROVING THE USER EXPERIENCE (UX)
GRUBHUB’S MOBILE APPLICATION
OVERVIEW
As the mobile on-demand food ordering sector grows in popularity, it is important to 
understand the needs and goals of Grubhub’s mobile app users. I analyzed Grubhub’s user 
reviews to provide alternate user experience (UX) solutions. 
The purpose and intention of this study was to gain an understanding of Grubhub users and 
how Grubhub can potentially improve the mobile app UX through answering the following:
¡ How is Grubhub’s mobile app meeting user expectations?
¡ How can Grubhub improve the mobile app experience?
USER FEEDBACK
¡ 50 Grubhub user reviews were selected for analysis from the Apple iOS app store. The reviews 
were among the top 50 voted as Most Helpful by other users. These user reviews are considered 
the most trusted in the community, written by power users, and up-voted by others. 
¡ I discovered 5 themes after analyzing user reviews. The themes were beneficial to potential UX 
improvements and were considered throughout my wireframe design of solutions. 
¡ Performing an analysis of user reviews helped pinpoint potential areas of improvement.
Methods
Grubhub’s user reviews are a direct reflection of user experiences. By analyzing the current user
reviews, it helps gain a better understanding of user frustrations and can outline a plan of potential 
UX improvements.
How were reviews analyzed?
Reviews were sorted through and divided 
into categories based on the users’ mention 
of their experience with functions and 
features of the Grubhub app. 
The analysis uncovered…
Users have high expectations of on-
demand food delivery features and 
functionality.
Nearly 1 in 4 users base their expectations 
on past experiences with competing apps. 
Communication tools and tracking 
functionality were high on the list of 
mentions by users.
The top 50 reviews 
in the Apple iOS app 
store were analyzed 
in total and separated 
into categories.
CONTENT ANALYSIS – USER RESEARCH
5 Key Functions and Features Mentioned in 
User Reviews























GRUBHUB VS COMPETITORS & USER EXPECTATIONS
¡ Prior user experiences have led users to expect certain things, such as 
being able to accomplish their tasks in similar ways across all mobile on-
demand platforms. 
¡ Grubhub does not need to be exactly like competitors but should keep 
an eye on industry trends and best practices to ensure up-to-date 
features and functionality. 
Next, we’ll look at Grubhub’s interface and breakdown the current 
obstacles users are encountering, as well as how they can be improved to 
create a streamlined user experience.
From the user review analysis, I identified three problems. The following three features 





My design proposes three solutions to help improve the user experience (UX) with: 
SOLUTIONS
ü New search functions
ü New menu layout
ü Improved tracking communication
Search
• The current search features require multiple steps without clearly 
depicting the path a user should take.
• Having multiple search options clutters the small space of a 
mobile screen and doesn’t create a clear path for users. 
• Currently, users must go back and forth between search options. 
If a user wants to search by cuisine, as well as by one of the 
refine options or choose pickup versus delivery, they must take 3 
different steps (see Image 1-4).  
• Search functions can be condensed to simplify content and 
reduce the steps for users - making it simple for users to choose a 
restaurant and complete their task. By displaying restaurants in a 
categorical way (such as by cuisine), the restaurants screen can 
be optimized for users to view more options without having to 
scroll or use multiple search functions. This reduces steps for users 
and allows for more restaurants to be displayed.
Image 1 Showcases all 4 functions
available to users for searching
Image 2 Searching delivery vs pickup. Image 3 Searching by cuisine. Some are single items,
while others are by cuisine.
Image 4 Searching through the refine feature.
Menu
• The current main screen shows repetitive menus when there are 
multiple locations for a restaurant. Without clicking on each one 
individually, there is no indication of which location each one is –
creating additional steps for a user and hinders how many 
different restaurant options are shown to them (see image 5). 
• To improve the user experience, repeating restaurants can be 
reduced to one and users can toggle between locations and 
choose the one to order from. 
• By combining repeat restaurants/menus into one, it allows users 
to see a larger variety of places nearby.  
Image 5 Repetitive menus for 
multiple locations.
Menu Content
• Users prefer to sort through menu content 
quickly and want to navigate through it 
easily. 
• The current search tool was not clearly 
visible to users (see Image 6) and large 
menus require a lot of scrolling (see Image 
7). There is also a lack of consistency with 
imagery and menu item descriptions.
• To help improve the UX, restaurant menus 
can be condensed into a layout that only 
displays images and names. Images allow 
users to browse menu categories quickly 
and using a carousel type of layout can 
reduce the amount of scrolling(see image 
8).
• All restaurants should be required to 
display photos of menu items and provide 
accurate descriptions of what the user 
should expect to receive. This ensures the 
user has a positive experience with the 
app AND restaurant.
Image 6 Search tool is small. Scroll bar
doesn’t give clear indication of when it stops.
Image 7 Lack of imagery and descriptions.
Inconsistent between restaurants. Large menus
make the menus longer and require more
scrolling.
Image 8 Carousel feature should be used
allows users to quickly slide through options.
Users are dissatisfied with the current tracking process. 
Current tracking system lacks detail and accuracy in alerting users where their food delivery is 
and/or information regarding the delivery driver or customer support, such as way to 
communicate directly with them from the app.
Users would like the ability to message and connect with Grubhub quickly. 
As mentioned earlier, many expectations stem from users' previous experiences with similar apps.
• Users feel comfort in knowing they can message Grubhub or their driver directly. When a user 
must leave the app to email or call customer support, it creates unnecessary steps and begins 
crumbling the user experience. 
• Providing users with an accurate map displaying the location of the driver can help eliminate 
dissatisfaction that comes when users are unable to figure out what the status of their delivery 
is. Being able to track the delivery process and having the ability to connect with the delivery 
driver is something users mentioned when referring to competitors. 
• Resolving these current issues with delivery tracking and driver contact could also likely to 




SOLUTIONS – SEARCH & MENU
Image 11 Saved addresses 
available. More items on 
screen. Sorting and search 
is simplified. Maximize 
screen space to display 
more restaurants.
Image 12 Menu layout looks 
similar to main screen. Easily 
browse menu items. 
Image 13 Menu items are easy 
to go back and forth. Images 
and descriptions clearly visible.
SOLUTIONS – TRACKING/COMMUNICATION
Image 14 ETA and stages of delivery are 
clearly shown. Chat options available.
Image 15 & 16 Customer support and driver 
available directly through app similar to text 
message or online chat.
ANALYSIS SUMMARY
¡ Be Consistent & Concise: 
By simplifying the information structure, it will help reduce the number of steps a user has to take to place an 
order. Having information clear and concise will keep users focused on the task they need to complete. 
Users are likely to return if they know they can sort through content quickly and easily.
¡ Keep Up to Date: 
Staying up-to-date with industry trends and best practices can be key in understanding user expectations. An 
analysis of reviews can also be performed periodically to ensure that user expectations and needs are being 
met. 
¡ Communicate: 
Users like the app to ”talk” them through the tasks in a way that helps them understand what something means 
or why something isn’t working without having to look too hard. 
Users also expect convenient contact options, such as chat functions within the app to communicate with 
drivers and customer support directly. 
IN CONCLUSION
User reviews revealed that the UX of Grubhub’s mobile app is easy to use but 
not up-to-date and does not meet all user expectations. Overall, users are 
not able to achieve their tasks as expected. 
Things Users need:
• Consistent and concise information
• Up-to date information and functionality 
• Ability to communicate directly
Targeting these issues will improve the overall experience for Grubhub’s
mobile users. In order to target these issues, a new design of the app should 
be taken into consideration. The new design would offer a simple, efficient, 
and intuitive process using the proposed solutions of new search functions, 
new menu layout, and improved tracking communication.
PERSONAS
¡ The data gathered from user reviews revealed information and patterns about Grubhub’s 
users that I constructed into two user personas. 
¡ Scenarios were used to help outline how each person was likely to complete their task(s). 
¡ Using personas helps ensure the app is designed with the user in mind, keeping the decision-
making process focused on who Grubhub’s users are and ensuring the product provides a 
positive user experience. 
¡ The personas help create a better understanding of users’ behaviors, motivations, and 
expectations. Using the personas throughout the design process will increase the chances 
that each users target needs are met. 








¡ When the app is opened users will automatically be prompted to sign-in, sign-up, or browse. This will help guide users 
through the process. Currently, the app automatically opens to the home screen without any welcome.  
¡ Users will be prompted to enter in their zip code to ensure restaurants are within distance. If they are not, users can enter
an email address for notification when restaurants become available.  Currently, Grubhub does not prompt for zip code or 
offer a notification alert.
¡ Genres of food and categories are displayed on the main screen with restaurants in an image ‘carousel.’ This will allow 
users to view more content without having to search or take extra steps in finding. The carousel allows users to scroll 
horizontally to view the different restaurants listed within a category. Users are also able to search with keywords, sort 
content alphabetically or by pricing. Currently, users must scroll down to see restaurants one at a time and content is not 
shown in any order, with many of the restaurants repeating. 
¡ Users will enter their address at the top of the screen and be able to save multiple addresses. This allows users to switch 
between addresses when needed in a dropdown feature. Currently, there is no feature to save multiple addresses.
¡ Delivery and pick-up options will be featured near the top of screen for users to toggle. Currently, users must take multiple 
steps in refining their search to change between delivery and pick-up. 
WIREFRAME – BREAKDOWN
¡ When a user visits a restaurant with a coupon, a notification will automatically appear letting them know it has 
automatically been added to cart. Currently, users have difficulty entering promo codes and have experienced 
frustration with invalid codes. 
¡ Users will have the ability to make food customizations and type notes for the restaurant when adding a menu 
item. Currently, users must add sides and customizations by writing notes in a section intended for general info. The 
current notes are often overlooked by restaurants. 
¡ When users reach checkout, they will be able to edit, delete, or add more items before proceeding to payment. 
They are also able to confirm or edit their delivery address, as well as leave a note for their driver. 
¡ Upon reaching checkout, users will be able to use saved credit card information or choose alternate checkout 
methods, such as Apple Pay or PayPal.  Users will be able to view their receipt again for additional confirmation 
before completing order. 
¡ Once an order is placed users will be able to track their delivery and estimated time of arrival. They will also be 
able to contact their driver or customer support through a chat feature. Currently, users are unable to contact 
drivers and must email or call by telephone to reach support from Grubhub. 
Link to Wireframe Designed with Adobe XD:
https://xd.adobe.com/view/08849bb2-7030-40a7-67ee-5a60c6aec138-7eb5/
Press Play to watch
some of the 
interactions proposed 
for Grubhub’s new 
design.
